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Ward Question

2

Have a bad smell in summer. Have a health hazard also ants in hot weather. I don't want our raised to pay for carts.
What about cardboard and boxes? How can we separate or plastic from our paper? Still be hard to re-cycle with the
roll carts. The women do all the work and the men don't do the recycling.

2 Could we still keep plastic bags, as well as the roll carts? Won't we need bags to put inside the carts?

2 Why don't we do the pilot program for roll carts?

2 How will the carts help us recycle more? You haven't told us or given us any incentive to recycle more.

2
Will residents receive 2 carts - 1 for recycling and 1 for trash? Can they decide the size of the carts. What are the
stickers for?

2 Is it true that once a cell is filled that it can be reused in 20 years and how old is this landfill and does Columbia own it?

2
Using bins/roll carts will require the trucks to run every residential twice to pick up the trash, won't that increase
operational costs, and labor costs?

2 Is there an option to take our trash elsewhere and dump ourselves and reduce cost?

2
There are neighborhoods that b/c of low lines and parking - some newer subdivisions can - Its irresponsible to say you
have a choice.

2
Why can DND only permit 107 acres/request? You Mentioned "carts" being used is going to be voluntary. How does
that solve the problem of some disposing too much trash each week. Will they be required to have multiple carts?

2

Why can't a 2 bag/per R.R. limit be enforced and blue bags for recycling of course. Penalties given on next bill for
those who don't comply. Is there an inside city limit restriction on keeping trash carts outdoors for those of us without
any garage space for their storage.

2
If there are ordinances enforced now why can't the city implement an ordinance to limit trash bags/week to 2 (and
recycling, of course)/Household. Some cities limit large items to certain days. Does Columbia do this?

2

I have a concern regarding the cleanliness of roll carts. I have friends that do a good job of keeping carts clean and
their cart is stolen and replaced by a filthy cart. If you do not use plastic bags in the carts an atmosphere to breed
insects exists and odors become a problem.

2 Is it that you have already purchased the new trucks? What about the recycling?

2
Will we need new trucks to handle the recycle carts? What is the payback on the new system? Do we have any new
landfill sites?

2

What is your recommendation for homes built circa 1958-68 regarding storage of the carts? These home typically have
single car garages. I'm concerned about carts in yards. The City is to be commended for the service it offers regarding
trash pickup at the garage door for those needing assistance.

2 On the recycling rate do you consider the different recycling companies in Columbia?

2 What is the cost of each cart? What do they weigh? Why did the city buy new smaller bins at Mosers?

2
No one really believes - or at least I dont that having the option not to use roll carts would last for very long. Very soon
they would be manadated.

2
I am a new resident in the 2nd ward and I really like having the two bins (blue and green) for paper and plastic. But I
never hear that presented as an option. Any thoughts of doing that throughout the city? If not, why not?

2 Why is only 107/700 permitted for landfill? What exactly is the mentioned "automated" trash method?

2
What is the estimated cost of paying someone to count accurately the bags under the pay as you go system? Other
drop off bags at your curb.

1 Why did the city only recommend cities (10) with roll carts for the consultant to compare with our system?

1
What is "Productive seconds per stop" when comparing pick up time between current system and roll carts? (from
consultant's report).

1
What is the total number of workers and the time range (example: 1 year, 6 months) the city is using to determine
turnover rates, also are you including temporary employees?

1
Isn't it true the Residential trash component is the only category in the Solid Waste System that is in the black and
making money?

1
Of the cities listed in City of Columbia's infor about cities switching to roll carts, how many went from bags not trash
cans to roll carts?

1
City muddies diversion rate by usually combining it with automated including PAYT. PAYT can be done without suing
automated roll carts system, not fair comparision.

1

With the report that the city ahd done it shows that the residential collection made over $1 million more that it cost yet
the commercial operation and other lost over $2 million. So why do you need to raise the cost on residential or go to
PAYT?

1 If you can outfit trucks to lift trash carts why not do the same for trash bags?

1
My concern is not middle income folks being able to handle the extra costs. My concern is that the younger families
<payt> puts a too great a burden on them.

1 I lived with roll carts many years - burgandy and gray are not such an eyesore as ashlands blue.

1 I demand that downtown businesses be requireed to glass/can recycle.

1 I don't mind paying a flat rate if it makes it better for others.

1 Better employment packages, full time, benefit packages, Our management is at fault.



1
Have you ever done a study in cities where there is often no sidewalk or safe way for less abled folks to bring a cart to
curbside. Not documented disabled but those less abled to lug carts thru mud over ice down hills.

1
What is the source and origin of the roll carts and the plastic bags? How much of the plastic is derived from recycled
material and how much from raw material?

1 Where is the data regarding rollcart injuries coming from?

1 Can you take the rollcart with you when you move or does it belong to the property?

1 How will the bag fee be assessed?

1 Why are offices/commercial/multi-family not required to recycle?

1 Illegal dumping of excess trash will increase with bins?

1 Austin - outsourcing? Decreased turnover?

1 Would like to hear more about increasing recycling as Barbara had started explaining.

1
Is it true that for years trash employees did not recieve holiday pay. I think this would add to turnover. Increase pay
and full benefits.

1 Has there been a consideration of replacing the current administrators to someone with ba better vision for the city.

1 How has the addition of yard waste to the landfill to benefit the biomass generator effected the diversion rate?

1 What will be the monthly rate for each size cart?

1
Could you present to everyone the entire cost/benefit of both staying with bags or the cost/benefit of roll carts?
Perhaps a page of the analysis.

1 How will trash carts encourage more recyucling?

1 When is "eventually" for recycle carts?

1
I believe rolling my trash out in a cart will be easier on my back than lifting a trash bag. Medical experts will back this
up. Why does SWAG dispute this? Talk to your medical experts Columbia!

1
I have researched roll carts and find the positives clearly outweigh the negatives. SWAG claims seem unfounded. Our
community should be informed with facts not myths. Why is SWAG using scare tactics?

1

Both the city and swag acknowledge issues with the current black bag system. The city staff is offering us an
alternative. SWAG does not have an alternative. Why is SWAG confusing us with negative rhetoric without giving us a
better alternative?

1
What data do you have that roll carts would injure elderly and disabled? Wouldn't the elderly and disabled have more
issues carrying bags to the curb?

1

I understand that for rollcarts to work, the streets must not have cars parked on them on pick up day. I (and several
others on my street) have a shared driveway and I can only park one car in the driveway without blocking my neighbor.
But my family have several cars (4). I won't be able to just park further down the street or on the next block on pick up
day. How will I deal with this problem?

1 How will roll carts incarese recycling?

1 How many plastic trash bags equal the plastic to make different size roll carts?

1

Has the city conducted a work analysis ie determination of the optimum approach for the people doing work to do so in
a safe manner? If not, I suggest that such an analysis by an occupational therapist is needed to provide a non-injury
approach.

1 Perhaps a more equitable salary for the worker is needed.

4
Are you saying that the line item for trash pickup on the City of Columbia bill would be 0 if a household opts not to have
a roll cart? If not 0, what would the base cost be for the privilige of having the trucks go thru the neighborhood?

4
To SWAG: Explain how roll cars cause employee injuries? How would you enforce weight limits? Would you be willing
to limit the number bags per household?

4
Plastic Recycable Waste: 1. What will happen to it? Can you promise it will not be landfilled? 2. Was the adding of
grades 3-7 announced in "City Source"? If so can you explain it again? P.S. I set out 19 bags this morning!

4
Isn't it true that residnetial trash colleciton is the only aspect of waste management operatin in the black? Why not
focus on those operating in the red?

4 How many workers that are counted in the turnover rate move to different departments?

4

Swag and GRO have demonstrated their opposition to roll carts and pay-as-you-throw models. Meanwhile,
representatives of the City have demonstrated real and significant problems with the current system, including work
comp, high turnover, landfill over-usage, and low diversion rates. The City has also shown that roll carts and pay-as-
you-throw models have dramatically helped other cities deal with similar problems. Assuming SWAG and GRO are not
willing to dismiss these stated problems out of hand, what specific alternative are SWAG and GRO willing to propose
that will address these challenges facing Solid Waste?

4 What if someone chooses a roller cart system? But over stuffs it?

4
Have you observed Jefferson City on a Saturday morning? Carts are everywhere and laying in the street, but certainly
not put away.

4 Please elaborate on the options for yard waste. Two systems were alluded to. What are they in detail?

4

Why is there no consideration for a sticker system? Right now Columbia residents pay on a monthly basis. In
Germany, for example, if you don't put out a cart with a sticker there is not cost. In Columbia, residents pay a monthly
fee and then are expected to pay more. Why?



4 Who pays for the carts? How much is each black cart going to cost?

4 How much did refuse increase after we lost our can and bottle ordinance?

4 Even if rollcarts are implemented over time it is still $5.9 million of new cost. How will that be paid for?

4 Why doesn't the city provide recycling bins for the 8-story Oak Tower?

4

High turnover does not always mean the employee dislikes his job or it is too hard. Published research (Human
Resources) indicate it can be a management problem. Is this recognized by Public Managers? Have you asked the
public works employees?

4 What sets Jefferson City apart? They have a 48.4% diversion rate.

4 Can't we collect yard waste in a yard waste roll cart? MRF rate in 2014 was low what was done to lower that #?

4
Wouldn't $2.4 million (cost of roll carts and currotto carts) be better spent on those employees? $10/hr. more for 4
years for every employee

4 I am 85 - How am I to get the cart to the curb when there is ice or heavy snow? In good weather there is no problem.

4
What research do you have on how long the plastic garbage cans last? We moved from a city that used these and
each can lasted less than a year?

4 As a 2 person household with 1 black bag of trash - how will I save money with pay as you throw?

4
The Cit is going to spend about $6 million on carts and trucks, where is this money coming from? This is also tax payer
dollars. Money also to build a singlestream recycling center, How much?

4
Would Columbia, like Austin, offer Bulk Trash Days a couple times a year when customers could put anything and
everything out for pickup for no extra charge?

4
I missed presentations. Can you list several ways this pay as you throw system will increase our recycling rate from
17% to the Jefferson City rate of 37% and National rate of 38%.

4 What happens after 10 yr lifespan? land fill? What are roll carts made of? 100% recycled plastic?

4 What about the pick up of leaves at the curb?

4
Is the material the roll carts are made of recyclable? Can there be a weight limit on bags placed at the curb? Just leave
it if it's overweight.

4
If you get the smallest bin b/c you only usually generate 1 tall kitchen bag worth but sometimes there is more garbage
generated, how do you get rid of and pay for your larger amount?

4

Bloomington/Normal, IL recently went to rollcarts. Public comment caused them to adda 3rd tier (smallest cart) to
system. The result was many more people selected the smallest tier this caused the new system to recieve much
smaller revenue than was projected. To fund the new system. This week and noticedon the newspaper website, they
increased their garbage pickup fee by $6 a month.

4
I protest dealing with rol carts before we ahve a good cost of service report. Why should we make this decision without
sufficient knowledge?

4 The roll carts are very large and ugly and I have no place to put one. Bags are better.

4 How do wheely bins hlep with workman's compe and workers retention?

4
Why do you think recycling rate would increase if the roll carts were introduced? It is not clear to me that people would
put recyclables into a cart as opposed to a bag.

4 What is the initial capital outlay to switch to rollcarts? How much just for the carts?

4
There is no room in our garage for a wheeled barrel. Having it stored outside is unsightly. The current method works
great. No mess no fuss.

4
If we go to a roll cart system, what would the cost be to upgrade the waste MRF site to be able to handle the increase
in sorting from a singlestream system? What would the savings be?

4
If a PAYT system is used and assuming rollcarts are not used, what is to prevent people from putting trash in recycling
bags?

4 Which system do the garbage collectors themselves prefer?

4 How would yard waste be handled with roll carts?

4 Have you figured the cost effectiveness of each pick-up method?

4 If a rollcart system is put in place, how long will it take to see a net gain versus the current system?

4
How much longer will it take at each stop to empty roll carts and how much more per residence will the equipment
(trucks & carts) cost.

4 Is our current residential waste system losing money?

4 How many workers will lose their jobs as a result of this change? What provision will be made for them?

4
Many cities that have implemented roll carts have outsourced hauling to private contractors. Have you considered
this?

4 Are we on our way to privatizing our trash service like Fulton?

4
If my neighbor chooses to have a cart and I choose to stay with bags. Do we both pay the same rate? (even thought
he gets a cart and I do not get bags.)

4 Do we own the cart or are we actually renting them?



4
You said Austin, TX now has a turnover rate of 6%. Isn't that b/c Austin outsourced all their residential hauling to
private contractors?

5 Is there any data on how many law suits have been filed against cities due to injuries caused by roll carts?

5
If recycling was 17% ten years and is still only 17%, doesn't that prove the city has not educated the public by all
means possible? How is this 17% figured-is trash and recycling weighed by each truck?

5 Where does the city get the up front money to pay for trucks and rollcarts? Will this be another bond issue?

5 If high risk for injury why don't you pay grab collect more like other industries do?

5 With carts - varying amounts trash, recycle food - How is this handled?

5
What happens to the blue bags we put our recycling in? Are they recycleable? If they aren't isn't that defeating the
purpose?

5 What are the EPA definitions for - recycling - Diversion. Does Columbia plan to change to these different definitions.

5
Aren't citizens paying for blue and black bags. That is they are not nor ahve been " free". Cutting back on the numbers
of these bags means getting less for the money we pay.

5 How many more workers will be needed to separate the single-stream recyclables?

5
Why don't you do with WI does if see recycles in garbage bag (is clean) put note on to separate recycle and leave the
bag there?

5 City Staff: When you exit interview staff what is the distribution of reason given for leaving?

5
Do we put trash and recycling materials in the same roll cart? What do you pay trash employees? Do other cities
include there downtown recycling in the totals?

5 Will people use plastic bags in the roll carts? If so, how do the roll carts cut down on plastic bags in landfill?

5
Since this is near the end of these meetings, do you recognize that the majority of your customers want to keep the
current system, if so, will you cease your campaign for roll carts?

5 With Carts - what is single stream? snow depth, experience? How does singlestream increase recycle materails?

5 Isn't workmans comp costs a changing number? Up 1 year, down another? Various departments, various costs.

5 Why is the city trying to compromise the beauty of our city?

5 Why are we thinking about using roll carts? Why try to fix something when its not broken? Just remain using bags.

5

Why change a system of trash collection when it works so well. The masses do not want roll carts so why is this being
pursued? You need to pay the workers a better wage so there is not very much turnover. Wouldn't that solve a lot?
Roll carts will not help recycling more.

5
The Tribune editoral recently reported only 1 person would be needed on new roll cart trucks, yet Mr. G. said that 2
persons would still be needed. Who is correct?

5 How would roll cart trucks pick up carts on narrow streets when cars park on both sides on a daily basis?

5 Rumor has it the City has already purchased 3 new trucks for the roll carts. True or False?

5 Why doesn't the city enforce a "black bag" rule?

5 Cities w/ roll carts pile extra garbage on top - outside of cart. Will the excess be picked up?

5
As you have stated - residents will have a choice of systems - if so and if a majority stay with the current system how
long can you offer to operate two systems?

5 Why not decide this issue by a vote of the residents.

5

How are you going to assist disabled with steep driveway. Currently we ahve arranged w/ the city from him to have
collectors come up to the garage door but 1/2 the time they just drive by as it is the cart will simply roll down the
driveway.

5

Since singlestream recycling requires a MRF with advanced equipment, where will Columbia send its singlestream
recycling? Or is Columbia planning to build such a facility? Has the city considered the high percentage of
singlestream recycled materials wich are contaminated - using this process - In St. Louis the percentage is 25% of all
material and up to 40% of glass which is contaminated in this process.

5 From what dept. of the city gov did the concept "pay as you throw" orginate?

5
How is the conversion to roll cart being cost justified? What will the total cost of conversion cost? Trucks, carts what is
the primary reason for converting to roll carts? Does the city really care what the public thinks of roll carts?

5 How can we make it simple for manufacturers to take back , via retail stores, their containers (bottles, boxes, etc.)?

5 Is the city going to have a recycling - booth- for - education purposes this weekend for Earth Day?

5
Why not roll carts to a citywide vote. I don't pay thousands a year in property tax to look at these roll carts that are left
out all day.

3 Did you consider how  much residential recycling goes directly to local businesses and not curbside pick-up?

3 Do you have the dversion rate for the city as a whole including all trash and recycling?

3 How much is the consultant being paid? And what is the status of the final report?

3
How to handle single 4 plex or single duplex-- can't put a mattress, etc. in either a rol cart or bag. Owner of property
should not be responsible!



3
Have samples of residential trash been analyzed to determin the type and quantity of recyclables being thrown away?
If so, what are the numbers?

3 What is Columbia's recycling rate? I read it is differen from Diversion rate.

3 I'm definitely not in favor of roll carts! What if I have no room in my garage? And can't put them back?

3
Have you thought about the unintended consequences of PAYT, where customers who recycle now decide NOT to
have 2 carts, so they throw their recyclables in the trash and stop recycling all together?

3 Got roll cart for 4 feet tall people?

3 We can't put in garage. What happens in spring with high winds & carts blow down the street?

3 What happens when the trucks mechanical arms breakdwon? Can't keep trucks up NOW

3

Have you ever thought about going to pick-up every other week? As I drive down the pick-up areas about 1/3 to 1/2 of
the households have trash and recycling out. Every other week would also cut down on pollution from the trucks,
maintenance on trucks, & would only need 1/2 the workers. The trash rate could go down and the city would make
income.

3
Columbia puts yard waste in the landfill to make methane. What would our recycling rate be if that weight was counted
as recycled--as many other cities who compost yard do?

3

If the city goes to roll carts will there be an ordinance requiring residents to store the carts out of view from the street?
What protection will churches, etc. who have dumpsters be afforded to prevent illegal dumping in their dumpsters fi a
PayT system is adopted?

3 Have you ever spent real time watching roll carts in actual operation (not a tape?)

3

Several summers ago I was home and able to see my trash picked up. Week after week the trash men put recycling
on our street into the trash. I made several calls and finally this stopped. But what checks are in place to make sure
this doesn't happen? Of course we have low rates if this occurs.

3 PayT-- why not use bar codes on trash bags?

3 I'm disabled-- how can I move cart dwon & up 120 ft. gravel drive?

3
With the new system, will it take longer to pick up trash? What will happen to employees when the mechanical arms
take their palce?

3
Your residential recycling rate includes apartments, what is the rate for residences without apts.? Just those who
would be using roll carts?

3
If one of the goals is to increase recyclign, what is being done to increase recycling at apartments, especially with the
new buildings and University's intention of increasing enrollment even more?

3 Do you plan to issue bonds to pay for the carts and trucks? If not, how will you pay the up-front costs?

3 When will this issue go before council?

3 Has it been considered to provide employees with back support, boots, gloves, etc?

6 How much in total  profits does Columbia landfill make in a year?

6 Will one roll cart a week lower my trash bill?

6

While walking my dog in this neighborhood I often see large plastic children's toys--big ones they put out for trash
becasue there is no program to help re-purpose these--Why can't B. Buffaloe develop a re-use option for these toys?
Note--won't fit in roll cart.

6

I recycle as much as possible, but I have given up on leaving recycling on the curb because there have been too many
problems. If we go to PayT will I be penalized if I take my recycling to the bins instead of putting it on the curb, will I be
penalized?

6
Are you going to put it to a vote? Are you charging for amount? What are you going to do about people putting their
garbage loose in the cart, mixed in with the recycling items, will we have to buy our bags?

6
How long would we have theoption of trash bags or carts? Also, would trash in neighborhood be picked up on same
days?

6
How is the city promoting use of recycling? Charge if don't use blue bag? What is ward distribution of use of blue
bags?

6 Why have bags been shortened? 2 years ago shortened 4.5 inches, now another 4.5 inches? Total 9 inches shorter?

6
What advertising has there been for increased recycling? I.E I didn't know about the increase to all types of plastics
recycling for quite some time.

6
What say you to the proposal to replace the force behind the roll carts with fembots to cut down on compensation?
How about treating human workers with more dignity than as disposable, in favor of robot arms?

6 With roll carts will the city be paying a liveable wage---more like $25.00 per hr.?

6
If the turnover is so great with trash pickup personnel, why don't you raise the price of the service and pay these
people more $$$?

6 Is solid waste collection considered entry position? Where do employees go when they leave?

6 Will the city ticket cars parked on the street in front of roll carts??

6
If my empty roll cart ends up in the street and is hit by a vehicle, who pays for my roll cart and who pays for the
vehicle?

6
I have some rental property...what ahppens if a tenant is evicted and there is ahuge pile of trash & furniture left on the
curb? With the present system it just automatically disappears!



6
What do we know about the success and profitability of single stream recycling? To what extent is contamination a
sufficient problem to really reduce what gets recycled?

6
If we go to single stream recycling will you be able to retrofit the center or will you have to build a new one? What
would the cost of that be?

6
If roll carts are adopted, how will assistance for elderly and handicapped customers be provided? How does need have
to be proved? Exactly what assistance willbe given? Will there be an extra fee for that assistance?

6
My daughter lives across from Battle High in the county. They use roll carts & no one moves them out of their
driveway, ever. How trashy. How will you make people remove them from the streets?

6 What is the cost of each new trash truck? And how many trucks would need to be purchased?

6
In my neighborhood students leave roll carts out all week now! Who would maintain this if there were more roll carts
left out for the week?

6

I live at the end of a cul-de-sac, so there isn't enough space to leave a cart on my lawn by the curb with 3 feet
claearance on either side. My understanding is that this means it needs to be parked in the driveway.  Not only is that
inconvenient, my driveway is sloped, so I'm concerned it could roll away. How would this be addressed? Or is it to be
on the street in front of the driveway?

6
Even if a majorit of residnets are oppsed to roll carts, will the city implement residential roll carts in any manner--as
happens with some city decisions?

6
Why do we now recieve 50 black bags for the year (25 each 6 months)-- which 2 weeks are we not to put out trash?
We get many more recycling bags. Why not compost again like we did in the past?

6
Please provide us with a very detailed and specific breakdown, by numbers, of where the initial 5.9 million for the roll
carts is being paid from.

6 Can we start with just the recycling now?

6 How do you verify that trash is recycled in carts? What types of injuries do workers incur?

6

I understand that with utilization of carts, there will be two carts. One for household trash with yard waste; and, a
second one for combined recycled materials.  This means that there will be separate trucks for pick up of trash and for
pick up of recycled material. Question: Is it possible to first proceed with the recycle cart and associated pick up
system? This will prevent the present disposal of the blue plastic bags in the landfill and will allow patrons to become
familiar with carts.
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Roll carts prove a tough sell for Columbia

BY LISA CONLEY AND PHOTOS BY JENNY JUSTUS  Mar 19, 2015

A solid waste collection crew drives a refuse truck through the Interstate 70 and U.S. 63 connector on the way to its

curbside collection route Feb. 19. Below, Louis Hart grabs recyclables on his collection route Feb. 19. Photos by

Jenny Justus/Missourian

COLUMBIA — Glass bottles shattered and aluminum cans rolled as a blue bag full of recyclables split open, spilling

its contents onto the street. Jimmy Hart bent down to pick up the debris, throwing it into the truck as quickly as

possible so he could continue his morning route.

For Hart, it was for the most part just another shift as a trash collector. It was one of the coldest days of the year,

though, with wicked wind chills and temperatures in the single digits. Piles of snow lined the streets, and patches

of ice peppered them, remnants of the latest winter storm.
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As Hart clung to the back of the recycling truck, he

bounced up and down, trying to stay warm. Wearing a

black ski mask and brown coveralls, he was wary of

every move at each stop. One wrong step on a slick

road could spell disaster.

Not many people have what it takes to be a trash

collector, said Jeff "Rock" Hether, refuse collection

supervisor. It's a tough job, a young person's game.

Spending each day lifting hundreds of heavy trash

bags puts a physical strain on the body. Most workers

leave after only a few years, and even those who

would like to stay often succumb to physical limitations that come with age.

"The turnover rate is incredible, just incredible," Hether said. "It's one of our biggest obstacles right now."

About two-thirds of Columbia's trash collectors quit each year on average, according to a report by the Public

Works Department. (http://www.gocolumbiamo.com/solidwaste/collections/) And that's just one of the reasons city

staff has proposed switching to a roll-cart system for trash collection. The staff also believes a roll-cart system

would reduce the number of workers' compensation claims filed by refuse workers, increase recycling and reduce

the amount of waste going to the landfill.

Opponents, however, worry that a roll-cart system would be too expensive, result in trash-worker layoffs and pose

a threat to older folks or people with disabilities. They've argued that the carts are ugly, that they're vulnerable to

theft, that they'll blow away and that animals will invade them.  The debate, which has played out at forums hosted

by the city in each of Columbia's wards, has become an emotional one.

The safety question

Columbia solid waste collector Louis Hart picks up bags of recycling and places them in the truck on his daily

route Feb. 19.

Garbage trucks can mechanically lift and empty roll carts, which means less physical labor for workers who under

the current system are tasked with heaving garbage bags into the back of the truck and hopping on and off the

vehicle in front of every home. Hether said the hope is that roll carts would allow the workers to stay with the job

longer, maybe until retirement.

Trash collector Chris Sims said he thinks roll carts would do that.

"I think it'd be good for us for longevity," Sims said. "And it'd be easier to know who pays for trash."

Roll carts also would help prevent injuries, Hether said, noting that most injuries happen when the workers are

getting on and off the truck.

http://www.gocolumbiamo.com/solidwaste/collections/
http://giphy.com/gifs/trash-garbage-como-AxVvjIeb0eUS6w0gsU?utm_source=iframe&utm_medium=embed&utm_campaign=tag_click
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Columbia considers roll carts to cut
down on injuries
The city of Columbia is looking into a move to automated roll carts for trash pickup.
Proponents of the move say it would help reduce the number of injuries among
garbage collectors. There have been 229 workers' compensation claims in Columbia
between 2010 and 2014.
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Hart's been injured on the job

before — he fell off a truck while it

was moving and hurt his knee —

but the injury wasn't serious

enough for him to file a workers'

compensation claim. Other

workers, however, have suffered

more severe injuries.

"We had a guy that fell off the back

step (of the truck) and broke his

shoulder," Hether said. "He actually

had to have surgery and was off for

an extended period of time."

From 2010 through 2014, trash

collectors filed 229 workers'

compensation claims, totaling $1.46

million. Of those 229 claims, 39

percent involved sprains or strains

— which Hether said is the most

common injury — and cost the city

$507,915. Slips and falls were the

next most common injury,

accounting for almost 21 percent of the claims filed from 2010 and 2014. The city's cost for these claims was

$441,822.

Less than 1 percent of workers' compensation claims filed during the 5-year period were the result of an injury

from an animal or an insect. Hart, however, said he was attacked by an animal while on the job.

"I jumped off the truck, and a dog ran up and bit me," Hart said. "Luckily, it was just a little Chihuahua."

Although the dog bite was neither serious enough to warrant a compensation claim nor painful enough to prevent

him from working, Hart still supports the idea of switching to a roll-cart trash system.

"I come from Jeff City, and they already have a roll-cart system," Hart said. "And I think it's better. You know who

pays for trash, and you ain't gonna have debris flying around, ... so neighborhoods can stay cleaner."

The cost question

If the city implements a roll-cart trash system, city officials will begin the transition in October by purchasing the

carts and automated attachments called Curotto-Cans (http://www.thecurottocan.com/) for its garbage trucks.

Those come at a cost of $35,000 to $40,000 each, according to previous Missourian reporting

(http://www.columbiamissourian.com/a/184046/city-rekindles-talks-of-automated-roll-cart-trash-collection/).

http://www.thecurottocan.com/
http://www.columbiamissourian.com/users/profile/tmlxw7/
http://www.columbiamissourian.com/a/184046/city-rekindles-talks-of-automated-roll-cart-trash-collection/
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Cost of workers' compensation
claims leads Columbia to consider
using roll carts
The Solid Waste Division of the city of Columbia has had nearly $1.5 million in workers'
compensation claims between 2010 and 2014. The city is considering a move to roll
carts to cut down on the number of injuries on the job for garbage collectors.
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The attachment features a

collection bin in the front of the

truck and an automated arm that

grabs the roll cart, empties it and

then sets it back down.

City officials have created a

timeline that calls for fully

implementing the automated

system by October 2016.

The cost of the roll-cart trash

system is one of the aspects some

residents worry about. Although

the city contracted MSW

Consultants to perform a rate

analysis and cost-of-service study,

the report contains unspecified

errors that have yet to be

addressed, according to the Public

Works Department.

As it stands now, if the roll-cart

trash system is implemented in

Columbia, residents would have a

choice between using a roll cart or continuing to use black plastic bags. Either way, they'd be part of what the city

is promoting as a "pay-as-you-throw" system that would require residents who generate more trash to pay more

on their monthly utility bills.

Under pay-as-you-throw, residents who choose to stick with garbage bags would be allotted a certain number of

trash bags per collection day before having to pay an additional fee per bag. Under the current system, residents

pay a flat fee of $15.42 per month and can use as many trash bags as they want.

The initial MSW report indicated that residents who opt for the pay-as-you-throw bag service would pay $8 per

month for two trash bags. Any additional bags would require stickers that would cost $1 apiece. MSW Consultants

estimated the average monthly cost per household for that service would be $16.66. Again, though, these numbers

aren't firm.

A PowerPoint prepared by city staff and presented to the Columbia City Council in January, however, indicated the

base charge for those who stick with bags would be $12.50 and that bags would cost $1.50 apiece.

As for the roll carts, the city plans to offer three different sizes – 32 gallons, 64 gallons and 96 gallons — and the

monthly utility charge would depend on the size. The initial MSW report estimated the 32-gallon roll cart would

cost $12 per month, the 64-gallon cart $15.42 per month — which is the current flat fee trash collection rate — and

http://www.columbiamissourian.com/users/profile/tmlxw7/
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the 96-gallon cart $20 per month.

Trash collector Robbie Hulett said trying to limit the amount of trash people discard is a good idea.

"What Columbia really needs is a bag limitation," Hulett said. "Right now people can put out everything. It's

ridiculous."

Sometimes a house will have so many bags that the driver — who usually stays in the vehicle — will hop out to

help the worker riding on the back of the vehicle to move things along more quickly. Although there's no limit on

the number of bags, there is a weight limit. Trash bags are not to exceed 50 pounds, but not all residents comply.

"Right now you could literally take the roof of your house, and as long as it's within 15 feet of that curb, ... we'd have

to take it," Hether said. "It's just crazy."

First Ward resident Mary Hussmann is one of the more vocal opponents of roll carts. She said that a pay-as-you-

throw system will create an incentive for illegal dumping and that the city hasn't been clear about how much the

system will cost.

"The city doesn't give firm answers to questions about how much the stickers will cost or how many bags we'll be

provided before we have to have a sticker," Hussmann said, "which makes it difficult for folks to judge whether or

not it's a good system."

City of Columbia worker Jimmy Hart jumps off the back of the truck to gather bags of curbside recyclables Feb. 19.

Below, Louis Hart, left, and Jimmy Hart gather cardboard recycling while on their morning route Feb. 19.

The recycling question

Recycling tends to be lighter than trash, but recycling collectors do two routes per day, whereas trash collectors do

only one. That's why Hart prefers to pick up trash.

Recycling is, however, another reason the city is exploring roll carts.

City officials say Columbia is underperforming on recycling compared with other cities. Columbia's diversion rate

— the percentage of collected refuse such as recycling and composting that doesn't end up in the landfill — is 17

percent, according to the Public Works' Solid Waste website

(http://www.gocolumbiamo.com/solidwaste/automated-collection/). The national average is 34.5 percent.

By increasing the diversion rate, officials hope to make Columbia's landfill last longer. The city operates a landfill

on 720 acres, but the Missouri Department of Natural Resources has permitted it to use only 102 of those acres for

trash.

If the city uses up those 102 acres, it will have to apply for a new permit. Right now, it plans to do that in 2017 at an

estimated cost of $600,000.

The pay-as-you-throw system will act as an incentive for people to recycle, city sustainability manager Barbara

Buffaloe said.

http://www.gocolumbiamo.com/solidwaste/automated-collection/
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"People think more about not buying as much or recycling more," Buffaloe said in previous Missourian reporting

(http://www.columbiamissourian.com/a/185061/disability-commission-has-reservations-about-roll-carts/). "If you

put out two trash bags, then you'd pay more than if you had one. You'd think more about what you were going to

throw away."

The same principle would apply with roll carts. The more a household recycles, the smaller cart it would need and

the less it would pay per month.

City officials hope that if the transition to a roll-cart trash system goes well, residents would be open to the idea of

having roll carts for recycling, too. If that happens, the transition would begin in October 2017. City officials plan on

having the automated system fully implemented by October 2019.

Not everyone is on board

The city in February began hosting "trash talk" forums in Columbia's wards. The purpose of the forums is to

present information about roll carts to residents and get their feedback.

The forums have generally been well-attended, with 50 or more people at each, and the discussions have been

heated, with residents arguing passionately both for and against roll carts.

At the First Ward forum Feb. 25, moderator David Lile of KFRU/1400 AM had to remind residents to follow the

format rather than interrupting city staff and representatives of the Solid Waste Advisory Group, or SWAG, while

they made presentations for and against roll carts.

"A lot of people are here to be educated, and a lot of people are here to argue a side," Lile said that night. "I want to

be conscious of those who want to be educated, so it's not an argument, it's an education."

Lile's request didn't prevent one resident from accusing SWAG representative Richard Shanker of using scare

tactics to sway people against roll carts.

"I don't know what scare tactics I'm using, although me being up here in a tie is pretty scary," Shanker joked. "But

I'm not trying to scare anyone."

Some residents worry the transition to an automated trash truck would result in layoffs because each truck would

require only a driver. City officials, however, have said existing workers wouldn't be laid off but instead would be

reassigned to other duties.

Another concern is that a full roll cart would be too heavy for older people or people with disabilities to manage.

The roll carts could also potentially block sidewalk access, creating problems for people who use wheelchairs or

walkers.

Chuck Graham, chairman of the Disabilities Commission, explained that group's problems with roll carts at a

February meeting.

"The commission has two main concerns," he said, according to previous Missourian reporting

(http://www.columbiamissourian.com/a/185061/disability-commission-has-reservations-about-roll-carts/). "The

ability for people to get (the roll cart) out to the curb and sidewalk access ... especially when it snows."

http://www.columbiamissourian.com/a/185061/disability-commission-has-reservations-about-roll-carts/
http://www.columbiamissourian.com/a/185061/disability-commission-has-reservations-about-roll-carts/
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Public Works Director John Glascock said a city policy that allows trash customers with physical challenges to

arrange for free special pickups would remain in effect with roll carts. That means trash crews would take care of

wheeling the carts back and forth.

Glascock also said the city is trying to create a designated place for people to put their roll carts so they don't create

problems on streets or sidewalks.

SWAG member Mike Lawler said during the Second Ward trash forum Feb. 10 that the carts could create a

cluttered look in neighborhoods.

“When the pickup has been made, there’s no evidence that this was trash day because the bags are gone,” Lawler

said of the existing service. “There's no need to worry about empty trash containers being blown about in the wind

when they’re empty, nor is there concern about the carts being left on the street and not returned to their home.”

Hussmann said in a telephone interview that the city should focus on improving the current trash system rather

than implementing a new one.

"We're not against change," Hussman said. "We just don't want change that's for the worse, and roll carts are for the

worse."

The candidates for Columbia City Council have weighed in on the roll carts. Read their written responses here

(http://www.columbiamissourian.com/a/186435/city-council-candidates-offer-perspectives-on-roll-carts-for-

trash-collection/).
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The Missourian decided to take the carts to the people and see how they worked out. Public Life reporter Lisa

Conley (http://www.columbiamissourian.com/accounts/profiles/LNC5GD/) borrowed three sizes of carts from the

city, and we recruited volunteers who promised they had no strong feelings either way about roll carts. Conley

took the carts to their homes and let the folks give 'em a whirl. It's not a perfect experiment, but you'll see the

results in the video.

Supervising editor is Scott Swafford (http://www.columbiamissourian.com/accounts/profiles/SwaffordS/).

RELATED

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: No to roll carts (/opinion/letters_to_the_editor/letter-to-the-editor-no-to-roll-carts/article_e5983d76-0ebf-11e5-b5a1-
735536c9ef76.html)
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